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over to Mrs. Taylor, who will act as
regular substitute In the lower grades
during the present school year. Mrs
Taylor la a graduate of the Univer
sity of Chicago and is a sister of Geo.
A. Fleming. She is expected to ar
rive fiom Chicago about next Friday,
Mrs. Meade will act as regular sub
stitute In the high school. At
teachers' meeting held this afternoon
at the Douglas avenue school the
rooms and grades were assigned as
at the pole he took double observa
follows:
tions to make sure. He declared
At the Douglas avenue school build
twelve miles a day was not much for
ing pupils in grades from beginners
the Eskimos, who often covered great
primary . to Fourth "B" inclusive, will
Monarch-Roy- al
er distances. He preserved
his WILL OPEN ROR FALL TERM IN be enrolled as follows: Mias Elba WOULD BE
ROBBERS DITCH ROY
health and that of companions by liv
EAST AND WEST LAS VEStoneroad, principal of the Douglas
AL
BLUE
LIMITED ON THE
Both the Es
ing as do the Eskimos.
avenue school, beginners
GAS MONDAY
primary
B. & O.
kimos with him were young men
room" 13; Miss Viola Dillon,
special
who. were fully under his influence,
class beginners primary, room 19;
and who followed hit instructions ab
EVERYTHING
IN READINESS Miss Laura Hallock, primary 1st "B'
CASS DOnN EMBffif'ENT
solutely The season also favored
room, 16; Miss
Cava
Marguerite
him ,the ice was harder and smoother
"A
1st
room 11; Mrs. Grace
naugh
City-Giv- es
De- than in summer, when it is
IMPROVEMENTS
HAVE Hall 2nd "B" room 2; Miss Tessie
rough MANY
BLOODHOUND8
PUT ON TRAIL
and broken by dangerous crevices.
BEEN MADE TO BUILDINGS
Devine 2nd "A" and 3rd "B" room
HEAD
TOWARD
FOREIGN
MINISTER BELIEVES STORY
6; Miss Minnie Kohn 3rd "A" room
DURING SUMMER
John Hansen, Danish minister of
9: Miss Minnie Craig 4th "B".
commerce, talked freely with a rep
At the Castle school building pupils
resentative of the Associated Press FINE
in grades from fourth "A" to eighth
CORPS
OF
TEACHERS
"I have been to the North Pole and I have brought back
REWARD OFFERED
regarding the authenticity of Cook's
grade inclusive will be enrolled as ?25,C0a
and
said:
follows: Miss Daisy Paine, principal
the most exact observations absolutely proving by state
exploit,
"Our two foremast Danish arctic ex- PROF. RUFUS MEADE AND MISS lower grades, gtS grade, room 24;
ROAD WOULD PAY THIS SUM FOR
ment. I kept a diary throughout by entire expedition in
ANNA J. RIEVE RESPECTIVE
Miss Bertha Papen 7th grade room
plorers, Amundsen and Rasmussen
CONVICTION OF GUILTY
I
which .recorded the most minute details." (Statement
know Dr. Cook personally, ani they
22; Miss Cornelia K. Murray
6th
8UPERINTENDENJS
have
exus
PERSONS
assured
that
they believe
made to Associated Press by Dr. Frederick A Cook, upon
grade room 18; Miss Louise Spor- plicitly every word he says about his
leder 5th grade room 16; Miss Lulu
his arrival today at Copenhagen, Denmark)
Have you got your books and pen- - Bryan 4 th "A" room 20.
achievement. Their word Is good as
Newcastle, Pa., Sept. 4. A mis
ils ready? Monday morning,
gold with us on such questions.
Sep
Following are the high school placed rail wrecked the Royal Blue
tember 6th, the city schools of East teachers and the studies
DANISH EXPLORER CONVINCED
assigned limited, the best train on the Balti
and
West Las Vegas will open after them: Miss Muriel Hill,
Commodore
of more & Ohio railroad, near here at
commander
principal
Hovgaard,
the committee withdrew, Dr. Cook cf the
(By Associated Press)
and one of the fee- - being closed since May 28th for the high school, Latin and science; Miss 2:25 o'clock this morning, causing, so
royal
yacht
was turned over to the tailors, boot- most of Denmark's
Copenhagen, Denmark, Sept 4.
arctic explorers. usual summer vacation. Many Im Dotts, mathematics; Miss Davis, En- far as known, th Ueath of two train
Dr. Frederick A. Cook, the American makers and barbers. At the end of nad an opportunity today to examine provements have been made to the glish and History; Prof. Antonio
men and injury to a score of other
an hour he emerged with his hair Cook's
schools of East Las Vegas, both to
Spanish; Miss Florence Scott, passengers.
journal. Later he said to the
explorer, just returning to clvillza
the
his
Avenue
school and the supervisor of music throughout the
neatly trimmed,
Douglas
moustache crop- Associated Press:
The officials believe the accident
tion from his discovery of the North
school. Much
ped close and a new suit, hat and
A long conversation I had with Dr. Castle
appreciation city school system and Instructor in was due to an attempt at robbery, as
Pole, whiph feat has astonished the boots. Then he
went to the Amerl Cook convinced me that hit state- should be shown the board of educa- art.
the fishplates were removed and
world, came Into Copenhagen harbor can legation and had lunch
s
with Min- ments were absolutely reliable. His tion for the Improvements made durWest Side Schools
this morning at 10 o'clock aboard the ister
pikes loosened. The entire train was
summer
the
and especially John
ing
Egan.
The schools of the West Bide are thrown from the track and some ot
replies to my questions were clear A.
Danish steamer Hans Egede from
Ross, chairman of the building and
DR. COOK POSITIVE OF SUCCESS and precise and 'eft no doubt In my
also In tip-to-p
Greenland. Dr. Cook was standing
shape for the fall term. the cars went down a steep embankgrounds
committee, who has been di- Three new teachers have been
I
mind.
cannot
In
an'
the
interview
Naturally
with the Associatplace
on the bridQo of the vessel which
ap ment. Engineer John Dill and Bag
ligently at work ill summer personal
y
Mrs, gageman John Wheatcraft were
flew the American flag at her mlz ed Press, Dr. Cook said he left at official seal of acceptance on Dr.
pointed for this year's term.
work
the
and hustling Lou Cobb, for nine
the north pole an American flag and Cook's achievement; that is for the ly supervising
'
a
teacher
almost
crushed,
zen mast.
years
dying
Instantly.
the artisians along to that the repairs
of the higher grades In the Missouri
Bloodhounds were put on the trail
r
documents, these head of his country to do. Dr Cook
.rfiM fChrttiaci of Den a box containing
1)6 completed on the .opening
"Z ,J1
ha
of
alreadv
P
an
cabled
the
President
account
of
will have chargo of of the supVosed wreckers at noon to-- ,
his
schools,
public
mark; Maurice Egan, the American including
trip and
U
SCtlllOl term.
Vl.' nr. nn
Mis
the Fifth and Sixth grades.
minister to Copenhagen; the Danish certain observatlqns and data to bea th. Ilnit.ri Rtat.e
dy, picking ij the scent from
i
at tlm Mario
lmnrcvpQieritR nsui,
awaiting Mr. Taft's reply and we hoe
Schaefer. a graduate of the sledge hammer found in. a field near
Minister of Commerce. and a commit out his claim.
'Castle
building include a thorough re Norm!
Captain I. Larsen of the Hans Eg it will express official recognition,
went
tee representing the various public
tmvertiity will be ,.n charge thd scene of the wreck. Th-novation of the building and the kal of
.in
Danish
the
said
. had
he
Jansen,
Fourth
that
ede,
the
and Mrs. Katha in the direction of a eitkv?nt. of
Daugaard
examined
en
grade,
at
the
vessel
bodies, boarded the
of
all
of
the
rooms
with
somining
trance to the harbor and welcomed Cook's records and believed them to spector of North Greenland, who con a very attractive looking buff. This rine DesMarias will teach the pupil; foreigners, ninnv of whom are former
of the first advanced grade.
,
employes of the road.
Dr. Cook In th name of the Danish be perfectly correct. In the course ferred with Knudd Rasmussen, the color
being used to rest the eyes of
of his interview with the Asso- noted explorer, cays that the latter
The teachers who will again taae
Offers
Reward
$25,000
nation and the city of Copenhagen
on
the pupils
coming In from the
Baltimore, Sept. 4. The Baltimore
It was a weatherbeaten and shabby, ciated Press correspondent, Dr. Cook talked with the Eskimos who confirm glare of the sun. This effect of the up their duties in the West Las Vegas
of
in
details
all
external
ed
Cook
the
schools are Miss Anna J. Rieve, super & Ohio railroad today telegraphed the
declared
with
great emphasis:
but elated hero, who was welcomed
new kal4omIning cannot help but be
intendent, Miss Eva M. Tucker, Miss officials at Pittsburg of the offer of
have been at the North Pole his narrative. They corroborated the
at the same official pier and with the
noticed on account of its softness and Ella
I
ended
f.hat
statement
the
and
have
back
the
Bernard, Miss Marguerite Ber a reward of $25,000 for the arrest and
most
Journey
brought
same honors as are customarily used
rest to the.
Considerable nard, Miss Florence C. Malr, Miss
eyes.
no ice or other obexact
observations
conviction of the persons guilty of
voluntarily,
quite
prov
absolutely
of
the
In greeting visiting members
plumbing has also been done, run Pita Sena. Miss Rieve and Miss
I
the
Blue flyer near
kept a diary stacle preventing its continuance.
wrecking
roval family. Dr. Cook was wear ing my statement.
ning water and a sink being install Tucker have been connected with the New Castle Royal
my entire expeditior in
this morning.
HAS AUDIENCE WITH KING
In
deed
Is
ing a shabby, brown suit loaned him throughout
a
the
which
laboratory
which I recorded the most minute depublic schools since the incorporation
King Frederick received Dr. Cook cided
by a seaman. On his head was a
Improvement over the former of the town.
tails."
'
afternoon.
n
this
audience
his
feet
private
GOOD FARMERS PREFERRED
disreputable old cap and
water service and Is a great addition
During the summer months the
Continuing this Interview, Cook The audience lasted half an hour. to the general conveniences of the la
were clad in moccasins. His blonde
TO TRANSIENT CATTLEMEN
class rooms of the West side schools
The queen and her three daughters,
hair was lonn and shaggy and his said:
In
to
addition
this
is
it
boratory.
r
have been thoroughly cleaned, the
"It was not my Intention at the Princesses Ingeborg, Thyra and
moustache rough and straggling. His
the intention of the school board to walls kalsomlned
Okla.,
Bartletsvllle,
Sept. 4. A
and various other
I
were
was
also
to
to
the
start
present.
pole.
proceed
dozen of the most prominent business
complexion was sallow, but his face
put In a hood1 for the purpose of car
in
made.
The
putting
improvemenths
erely on an Arctic excursion. But
was full. He was indeed a strange
ARCTIC CLUB ADVISED
rying off the obnoxious fumes which of approved sanitary drinking foun men of the, Osage Indian reservation
I con
I
L.
4.
New York,
Ralph
met here today and Issued a call for
Sept.
collect
in
figure to enter such a brilliant' scene as found conditions favorable I
In
the
naturally
laboratory
tains Is now under consideration and
distinued on the way to the pole.
on his return to civilization.
mass meeting of the land owners to
Shainwald, formerly treasurer of the course of chemical work and which
most Interested hope for a
Prince Christian, who is tall and covered hitherto un'f""vR island. Arctic Club of America, cabled the fumes at the present time It is neces hope
further
of
prevent
Importations
successful
school
most
year.
Texas cattle. "The time has come,"
handsome, was dressed In a silk hat We missed depots which had pre club from Copenhagen today that the sary to confine to the laboratory to
and frock coat as he grasped the viously been established, but wj came north pole had been reached by Dr. prevent the scenting up of the other
(Continued on Page 4)
says the call, "to supplant Texas cow
hand of Dr. Cook. He welcomed him accidentally upon one of Melville's Cook.
men by industrious, reliable farmers."
rooms of the building. This will be
I
The club also received a message another decided improvement and aid HIGH OFFICIAL OF ROCK
The Osage reservation
will
warmly in the name of the Danish depots, where found provisions and
be
nation as he led him to the launch instruments in an excellent state of from Rear Admiral George W. Mel In carrying out chemistry work.
to
thrown
settlement
nert
open
CITY
ISLAND
VISITS
THE
smallto
the
In which he rode to the pier. A tre- preservation. Owing
ville today reading:
month.
The senior class of 1909 presented
Do not give credence to the re to the
mendous roar of cheers from the peo- ness of my expedition our require
a
school
equiphigh
thoroughly
H. U. Mudge, second vice president
were not large. For this same ports that Cook has discovered the
ple ashore, and from the assemblage ments
ped laboratory table which Is to re of the Rock Island system, and for- CITY" LETTER BOXES
more
we
to
were
reason
able
as
proceed
the party
of small craft, broke out
GIVEN NEW DRESSING
pole."
place an ordinary table used in chem mer general manager of the, Santa Fe
quickly. On some days we covered PRAISE FROM ITALIAN PRESS istry work and which was not very
reached the pier.
the well known
in
late
arrived
the
yesMartin,
Harry
system,
city
Dr. Cook stepped ashore and in an as high as 12 miles, which Is extra
Rome, Sept. 4. The entire Italian satisfactory: Great appreciation
is terday afternoon from his mountain painter, was busy yesterday touching
I
appproached press Is extending Dr. Cook an en shown the class of '09 by the high
Instant the police were powerless to ordinary speed. As
on the Pecos. Mr. Mudge, who up all the mail boxes "on the East
Even Captain school for this thoughtfulness and a lodge
welcome.
make way for the party. Cook and the pole the Eskimos with me be- thusiastic
was
Mudge, side with a new coat of green paint,
by Mrs.
accompanied
by 'the Umberto Cagni, who accompanied the
those about him were engulfed and came greatly frightened
very Impressive letter of thanks was made the trip over the mountains on the boxes totalling thirty-onIn all.
conditions.
crowd.
meteorological
Duke of Abruzzl on his polar expedi sent the class today by Superintendswept along by the clamorous
Rociada.
of
way
horseback,
by
coming
"On the return trip our provisions tion in 1900, now that fuller reports ent
The party fought Its way
desperately
Rufus Meade. The room formerly He reported a very pleasant trip.
4- - 4- - 4- - 4-- 4- - 4-- 4-- 4- 4- - 4- - 4- 4- - 4-- 4- 4- '
to a point near the Meteorological became exhausted. No animal life have been received of the time it took occupied by the janitor has been con4- - RU RALES MURDER
Mrs.
received
callers
AN
Mudge
many
building. Cook was bruised and cap-les- was visible and for .three days we had Cook to travel from the 82nd parallel verted Into a , library and equipped esterday afternoon in Mr. Mudge's
ANTI-DIA4-AGITATOR
a
of
'eat.
crevice
in
lo
Then
and part of his sleeve was torn nothing
to the pole, admits Cook is the first with about 600 books, These ' books
tne
which
remained
in
4- car,
private
ice we caught sight of several waloff.
are chiefly school and reference local yards during the afternoon.
person to reach the North Pole.
St.
4. William de
Louis,
Sept.
I
a
few
had only
cartridges
When the reception was over and ruses.
books. A stationary wash stand has Mrs. Mudge is
quite well known by 4- - la Pena, a former student of the
left so I crept along the Ice on my
MONDAY A HOLIDAY
also been placed in the library.
many Las Vegans, who made their 4- - Christian Brothers college here, stomach, approaching slowly so as not
The general public is invited to call home formerly in Topeka, Kans.,
Labor Day will be
being
was killed a few days ago by 4- Monday
to scare them. I expended all of my
CONFLAGRATION, CAUSES
observed as a holiday. The postoflice at the Castle building and inspect the where she resided at one time. Others 4- Mexican ruraies, obeying orders 4-waland killed two of the
4-$60,000 LOSS AT TEXICO 4- cartridges
and banks will observe Sunday hours library and any donations made by in Mr. Mudge's party were his two
of the government, according to 4
Our lives were thus saved.
ruses.
the people will be thankfully receiv- sons, Charles and Hughey, and Mr. 4- - news received today from Gua- - 4
and all stores will close, at noon.
- We
then broke up our only sleds
4- '
ed. The public la also cordially in- and Mrs. Wm. Bradbury, of Topeka.
4- Texlco, N. M., Sept. 4. One- tdalajara, Mexico.' '
and made bows of the wood and we
vited to visit the school buildings and
fourth of the business section of
WThen Interviewed by a representa
The
farts
state
meagre
he
that
obtained game with these arms. Again
look over the work that has been go tive of The Optic in regard to the
NO ISSUE OF OPTIC
Texlco, a thriving town situavtd
murdered because of the m- - 4New 4 near Cape York we were on the
on the border between
MONDAY, LABOR DAY
ing on during the summer. The floors building of the New Mexico Central 4-- terest he had taken in the ap-I
found a
point of starvation when
4- - Mexico
of both buildings have been thorough railroad into Albuquerque, he denied
and Texs, was destroyed
proaching election as a member 4- - young
seal sleeping on the Ice. At
loss
The
fire
ly oiled with the best preparation of making a positive statement to the 4- - of the enti-Dia-z
.There will be no issue of The
early today.
by
4- party.
York we found traces
of a 4-will total J60.000. partly covered r Cape
Optic on Monday. It being labor 4- oil and the rooms generally are In the effect that the road would be built
Pena
was
4-at
his
home
country
kill
oxen
we
which
traced
and
musk
4- 4-this paper will not have an 4- best possible sanitary condition.
Into that city but stated that he was 4- near Guadalajara, when a detach- - 4by insurance. The blaze Is be- ed.' From Upernavik to Egedesminde 4-- day,
While the schools will open on Mon- - of the opinion that the parties inter 4-- ment of ruraies rode
Iieved to have been of Incendiary
on that day, but will, give 4
Issue
up. The of- I
caron
same
the
sailed
ship that
4- Its
a full, holiday, that 4- lay morning the only work to be car- ested la the New Mexico CentraJ
origin and sensational develop- employes
in
fleer
invited
Pena to 4- charge
ried the McClintock and Franklin re- 4-ments are expected1. Twelve of
they may celebrate the occasion 4 ried out will be enrolling and clas- blight build the road into Albuquerque 4-- take a ride with him. He mount- - 4lief expeditions."
4as they see fit. The Optic will 4-- sifying, the rest of the day to be ob- some time in the future. Mr. Mudgs
the leading business establish- ed his horse and rode away with 4
Dr. Cook said he had In his posses- 4- be on deck Tuesday with a big- - 4 served as a holiday. Owing to the not having any interest In this road, 4-ments were wiped out by the
soldiers. The next day his the
sion the best modern instruments for
flames, which for a time threat- ger and better paper, as the re- - 4- illness of Miss Cornelia K. Murray, was not prepared to make a stateservants
found his body riddled ened the entire town. A change 4- taking observations, Including a sex- - 4-- suit of the two days, Sunday 4- Mrs. Rufus Meade,' wife of the su- ment as to just what the New Mexico
with, bullets. Two ruraies were 4- three chronometers and a good 4- and Monday, on which no paper
4- In the wind Is all that prevented
perintendent of schools, will substi- Central people would do.4- - discovered
nearby desnerabclY 4.
44-- the latter result.
watch that tookv daily observations 4 will appear.
tute in her 'place for a week after
V
Mr. Mudge and party depart-efor 4- wounded.
4
4--, from
85 degrees to the pole; While 4-time the work will be turned the east late last evening.
i
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Hero of the Twentieth Century Paid Great
er Homage Than Any
ty of Denmark and American Minister
Board Vessel at Entrance to Harbor to
Welcome Him in Name of Nation and
Associated Press First
tails of Almost Uubelievable Triumph.
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The

gvneral offices,
shops and round
.
house to be lovatt'd at Higglns on
the
line.
Pe-ru-- na
will
There
Stopped It. Prh:ip be uo road built In the next
general passenger agent of the Grand handling the many eastbound trains.
SPECIAL CHAR'jEeS
20 yer
that will pass throush so
Trunk; V. J. Cannon, assistant gen- Engineer Sandoval did not go up with
:nuih vaJ'tuMo virgin territory.
eral passenger agent of the Chicago, his engine, but it was handled on
thlg
Mr. HuMngton
Milwaukee and St. Faul; and A.
uys that the road of the California Fig Pynip Co. and the
run by Engineer Bailey.
TAMING SERPENTINE
!U be completed and
auditor of passenger traffic for
operating its scientific attainments of j'U chemists have
conductor George Wells and wife
entire
from
to Guth- rendered possible the production of Syrup
Cimarron
length
the Rotk Island road.
passed through the city yesterday
RAILWAY
TICKET At present there are so many varied afternoon
rie, Oklii., within three years after of Figs and Elixir of Senna, in all of its
from an extended visit to
.
the first grade la run.
fcrms of "interlined" through passen- the Pacific coast, en route to their
excellence, by obtaining the pure medicThere is perhaps no more deter- inal
ger tickets that agents, conductors, home in Chicago, 111. They were met
principles of plants known to act most
mined citizen of the Panhandle than
ITS THREE OR FOUR LINEAR and auditing clerks are just as deep at the train by many Las Vegans.
beneficially and combining them most
President Del W. Harrington, he havYARDS TO BE REDUCED TO
ly puzzled as the simple minded pub Conductor Wells being well known
skillfully, in the right proportions, with
kept up his operations at great
ing
in
this
lic.
city.
A FOOT OR SO
its wholf some 'and refreshing Syrup of
otitis, seeing never before hlin any
The conductor is possibly the most
engineer George A. Bryant and
California
Figs.
sign of failure, because he had conpicturesque sufferer. When a passen Fireman L. W. Cummings dead beadAs there is only one genuine Syrup of '
in
in
fidence
confidence
road
the
and
iU'OST AS LOXO AS TRIP ger who is traveling, say, from San ed to Albuquerque yesterday to take
the people through whose efforts if Figs and Elixir of Senna and as the genFrancisco io Buffalo, hands him an charge of engine No. 932. which has
uine is manufactured by an original
is
being built 'interlined" ticket which stretches six Just come out of the back, shops, and
terms
with
known to the California Fig Syrup
the
of
Under
method
contract,
Will Be Modified in Size o That it feet from a given
which
win be brought to this city en
point, he is truly
the bonus subscribed is not Co. only, it is always necessary to buy the
Dalhart,
to
route
on
which
Be
Between
Examined
Raton,
division
the
Stop
May
up against It It unfolds like a blue
when
to be paid except
genuine to get its beneficial effects.
Now the Nightmare of Both Con streak and in a moment is wrapped engine will be put in service.
the first grading Is completed Into
A knowledge of the above facts enables
ductor and Ticket Agent The around his legs. A perusal of all Its
Dallmrt, the remnlnder being only one to decline imitations or to return them
DAUGHTER
OF
UBS.
M.
J.
BROWN.
connected
stubs
would
make light
Cobra Quelling Squad at Work.
Mrs. J. M. Brown, Dunnegan, Mo, payable when the line is completed if, upon viewing the package, the full name
f.auinier reading for a whole after. GRADING WORK TO
Onm'-ron- ,
writes:
"My little daughter, threo and running into Dalhart from
of the California Fig Syrup Co. is not found
noon, but the poor conductor is sup
1T0
miles.
was
troubled with a very bad
years old,
That dreadful object, the serpentine posed to reject it or give It an O
on the front thereof
printed
Bonus Arrangement
START
cough which remained, after an attack
SOON
ON
of catarrhal fever, which was
railway ticket used In transcontinen K. within: the space of a few min
Une
the
towns
all
,
great
along
Nearly
deal worse at night.
The astronomer takes almost as
tal travel, is being tamed by official utes. Small wonder that he mills out
have similar bonus arr.t.igements,
"She
would
NEW
no
wake
his
out
ot
RAILROAD
sleeo
and
her
much
into
punch
pokes
dollgbt in discovering a new
the
daylight
where
ssve
at
Okla.,
Kingfisher,
railway snake charmers. It is pro it with fervor!
and cough until I feared she could not
star as the theatrical manager.
subscribed
Commercial
club
recently
stand
it.
posed to shorten its sinuous length
The ticket agent also feels the sting
"Nothing that we gave her seemed to $10,0Q0 to be pa'd when the road is
from three or four linear yards to
of this pasteboard adder. He has to MOUNTAIN
s
The Road To Success
VALLEY
PLAINS do her any good. I then concluded to half completed or running into
4
mere matter of a couple of feet. In preside over a ticket rack which cor
end
for
Dr.
Hartman's
book
entitled
when
has many obstructions, but none so
tlie
other
and
110,000
the
LINE WILL BE UNDER
The Ills of Ldfe, which I promptly road reaches Kingfisher.
'stead of resembling a strip of roller ers the whole side of the room. So
Notwith- desperate as poor health. Success to30 DAYS
received.
toweling the reformed ticket is to be many, diversified forms of "Interlined
restric- day demands health, but Electric Bitand
conditions
these
standing
ters is the greatest health builder
"I at the same timeoommeneed givln tions
reduced to compact limits. When fare checks cram the 'rack that he
upon bonus payments the preher
has ever known. It compels
Perana.
one
has
She
taken
bottU
unfolded its coils no longer will fill lias to exercise his tired
memory 10 TRAVERSE NEW SECTION In all, through which she has obtained liminary work has progressed steadi- perfect action of stomach, liver, kidup the aisle or trail like a streamer like a Chinese student learning the
ly and without interruption. With neys, bowels, purifies and enriches
complete cure. .
out of the car window. Conductors precepts of Confucius.
"She also since her birth was troubled the ultimate completion of the Moun- tho blood, and tones and Invigorates
will be able to examine it from end
The clerk in the railway auditing Link In Proposed Gulf Line Will Tap with Indigestion, but since she hat) tain Valley and Plains road and the the whole system. Vigorous body and
taken Peruna she can eat almost any Enid, Ochiltree and Western, which keen brain follow their use. You can't
to end between stops.
office gets the climax of the tangle.
Rich Sections In New Mexico, Tex
afford to slight Electric Bitters If
of food without any bad resultav.
kind
of
official
The committee
snake Pasteboard receipts of all colors and
road is promised to be running withrun down or sickly. Only 50cv
as and Oklahoma Western Term!
"She is now as well and happy as any
in 12 months, the future of not only Guaranteed by all druggists.
charmers is largely composed of Chi forms pour in on him. Some are sir
little
be.
can
When
our
friends
girl
nut at Cimarron, N. M, Colfax
and other towns along the
cago railway men. A. D. Joslin, audi inches square and pink; others cover
tsay how well she looks, I tell them Dalhart
A man's credit is usually good as
line is bright with material promise,
tor of passenger receipts of the Illi the space of a boarding house pat of County, and Eastern at Guthrie, Peruna did it.
Okla.
"I shall always be a friend of Perana, but the hundreds of miles of unde- long as his money lasts.
nois Central railroad, is chairman. butter and are similarly tinted. Afte'
as I consider it the best medicine tor veloped territory that will be traversOther members of the cobra quelling all perhaps the poor clerk, is the least
coughs and indigestion we have ever ed by these lines.
are
S.
W.
nappy
Cookson,
of
assistant
the
In
three
squad
Warning
the modern Dlahart, Texas, Sept. 4. President tried, and will recommend It to any one
Do not be persuaded into taking
Laocoon.
Del W. Harrington, of the Mountain, similarly afflicted."
anything but Foley's Honey and Tar
Night on Bald Mountain
The railway officials hope to reduce Valley and Plains railroad, says that MBS. LYDIA J. SPOONER, Santa
for chronic coughs, bronchitis, hay
CaL, writes that they ars
On a lonely night Alex. Benton of
the whole ticket system to a simpler work of grading on the line will start
fever, asthma and lung trouble, as it
never
without
Peruna
the
in
AND FEET
home,
Bald
that
climbed
N.
in
30
from
and saner form.
to 40 days beginning at
Y.,
Fort Edward,
It Is an instance
stops the cough and heals the
find it the finest family
they
remedy Mountain to the home of a neighbor, O. Q. Schaefer and Red Cross lungs.
where a reform from business mo Cimarron, N. M., 170 miles northwest
Drug
ever
hav
used.
they
tortured by Asthma, bent on curing Store.
tives includes the public in its bene- of Dalhart.
All profiles, surveys and estimates
fits. Mr. Joslin already has reecied
him wih Dr. King's New Discovery,
ITCHED
EAR
will, in respective order, pass through
Loyalty is sometimes but another
are
now
a whole drawer full of
had cured himself of asthma. This
and
rethat
complete
nothing
sample ticket
Blaine
Woodward,
and Kingfisher
name
for stupidity.
mains
to
soon
and
relieved
actual
from various lines. Each
wonderful medicine
dirt throwing counties, there
delay
of these
entering a country al- quickly cured his neighbor. Later it
the
teams
toexcept
and
men
getting
combine
a
number
of
routes on one
Suffered Terribly from Eczema
ready highly developed but largely
his son's wife of a severe lung
WhyT
of pasteboard. Some are "hor- gether, the railroad having decided without rail advantage for many cured
trouble. Millions believe its the greatwhich Made Hands and FeetSwell, layer
a small beginning the sale and
rible examples," extending several to undertake the work: of grading miles. Especially will the first clause est Throat and Lung cure on Earth. useFrom
of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
Peel and Get Raw Arms Affected,.
yiirtis ci loldlng un like a time tnhiA. itself, a construction company having apply to Blaine and Kingfisher
Hemorrhages has extended to all parts of the UniCoughs, Colds, Croup,
Too Gave Up Hope of Cure.
and Sore Lungs are surely cured by it. ted States and many foreign counNearly all contain as much pura read- been organized for that purpose and
Best for Hay Fever, Grip and Whoop- tries. Why? Because It has
'
ing matter as the average magazine. properly financed.
proved
Dalhart a Division Point
ing Cough. 50c and $1.00 Trial botvaluable for coughs and
The
of
Dalhart
has
city
subscrib
One case of forethought is seen in
Dalhart will be a division point, the tle free. Guaranteed by all druggists. especially
USED CUTICURA AND
colds.
For
sale
all
dealers.
ed
by
J60.00O bonus to the Mountain ValMr.
Joslin's collection.
Certain
WAS QUICKLY CURED bunches
of cloBely printed type are ley and Plains road, $50,000 to be in istssatxsismasxsL . w
i.paii ssme,riM
headed "For Information of auditor cash and 20 miles of right of way out
of
suffered from eczema on my hands,
Mr.
"I
Dalhart,
In
an
Harrington in
only." Were it not for this precau
arms and feet for about twelve years,
terview here spoke In most positive I New Mexico's
my bands and feet would iwell, sweat tion the poor passenger might go on
11,000
terms regarding the completion of
and itch, then would become callous
Mont
and get very dry, then peel off and reading it all, missing the scenery the road, saying there was no
Sq.'Feet of
sort
get raw. I tried most every kind of along the route and perhaps his sta
Modern Store
of doubt about Its comDletion
aalve and ointment without success, tion,
the
Floor
brain
Space
fever
accruing
in the full
ESTABLISHED
&6
only got temporary relief. As soon as I
length contemplated from Cimar;
would leave off using them I would be bargain.
v
ron to Guthrie, Okla.
as bad as ever. I tried several doctors,
took arsenic for two years and at Jast
Chartered In Texas
gave up thinking there was a cure for
RAILROAD NOTES
The road is chartered under the
eczema. A friend of mine Insisted on
Unless you have been fitted
my trying the Cuticura Kennedies but,
Engine No. 1648 came ut of the laws of Texas, Oklahoma and New
aupposing they were the same as other focal
with
Mexico,
with
executive
one of the latest models of
shops
offices
after
in
a general
each
yesterday
cures' 1 had tried, 1 did not give them
,
state and territory.
a trial until I got so bad that I had to overhauling.
do something. I secured a cake of CuSome of our Fall line of
The road will traverse exception
Engineer W. J. Trainer is handling
ticura Soap, a box of Cuticura Ointment and a bottle of Cuticura Resolvent
engine No. 1225 in the passenger ser- ally fine country all along its line.
Millinery has
and by the time they were used I could vice, while
Never have the styles been
"Glove-Fitting- "
Engineer D. A. Sulier is In New Mexico the line runs through
ee vast improvement and my hands
more attractive. Large
and feet were healed up in no time. I enjoying a short vacation.
country that is now rapidly settling
used several bottles of Cuticura Rehats are the favorites again,
Engine No. 912 was taken to the up with intelligent farmers, who are
solvent. This was over a year ago and
the splendid irrigated
have bad no trouble since. I think I back shops at Raton yesterday after developing
although medium sizes will
am entirely cured. Charles T. Bauer,
be much in evidence.
noon to be overhauled.
you can have no conception of the
Engineer farming and fruit lands with money,
R.F.D. 63, Volant, Pa., Mar. 11, 1908.''
Dick Robinson was at the throttle.
Don't fail to see tries
energy and brains. At Eagle Nest,
perfection to which your figure can
hats when you are in our
red Kammer has Iain near Cimarron, a very large dam is
engineer
be moulded.
down the oil can for a
store.
now in course of construction
trip and
by
Fishburn will handle the pas- which waters, from never failing
Of Torturing, Disfiguring
L
senger trains In his absence on en sources, will be conserved and divert- Humeri by Cuticura.
Led
The suffering which Cuticura Goap
'"THElE is something: almost inde- gine No. 1205.
through canals and lateral ditch
and Cuticura Ointment have alleviated
nreman
o.
c.
scribable about these new Mowho
has es and this dam alone will irrigate
Palmer,
disamong
are still arriving by everv
been 'in the Santa Fe hospital for more than 300,000 acres of as fine
dels. They are designed to the very
figured infants and chilAll of the best
express.
dren, and the comfort
the
fruit
fifteen
latest
and
farm
lands
as
with
are
past
there
with
In
a
days,
figure lines,
sprained
practically
they have afforded worn-oare
models
no waiot and the long close fitting
represented and
and worried parents
back, is again able to be on duty on the territory.
the beautiful new
have led to their adopover
skirt
extra board.the
the
New
is
but
there
also
Open
hips,
Territory
tion in countless homes
shades are especially in"GL0
as a priceless treatment
something about them that makes
Passing into Texas the road will
Fireman J. A. Bailey, who has been
The materials
teresting.
'for the skin and blood. off on a
and
traverse
which
cannot
style
be
figure
Dallam, Hartley, Hansford,
fishing trip, has returned to
include al of the popular
and
'
Eczema,
rashes,
described.
everv form of itchinc
duty and been assigned to his former Ochiltree and Lipscomb counties In
fabrics such as Broadcloth,
scaly humor are speedily cured, in the
engine No. 1651. Fireman Hoffman their respective order, opening ifp
of
Cheviots,
majority cases, when all else falls. Serges, Diagowho has been handling his run, is territory hitherto untouched by the
Comptet External and Internal Treatment tor
nals,
Prunellas,
Erery Humor of. Infanta, Children and Adults
Novelty
steel
rail
and
of CiHIrnra Soap (25c.) to Clejinne the Skin.
throwing into line of
In Style No. 173 we have models and sizes for every
again numbered among the "extras
Cutletim ointment (50c.) to Heal the Skin and
Suitings- and Homespuns.
millions
acres
of
Resolvent 60e.), (or tn the tortn ot Chorolau
development
of
'Engine No. 1217 of the south end
Coated PIIH, 2.V. per Tlal of 60) to Purify the Blood.
figure. There is one exactly suited to you. The material is
Bold throuifhotrt the world. Pottr Drug
Chem.
was sent to Raton yesterday on ac splendid farming , lands that are now
Corp., Sole Prone.. Boston. Msss.
untouched
the
rraa. CuUcura Book on Skin Dlaeaaa.
by
plowshare.
of special quality, and will retain its shape; the boning is
count of the shortage of engines in
Wool
After entering Oklahoma the line
are extremely popular this
and there are four of the very best
guranteed rust-proo- f,
season. Especially the Moy
button clasp garters fitted front and sides.
effects. We have
received a large line ofjust
.. ma rtAA t
a art.
these
it
e
N
in
the best
garments
J LAS VtilAo daIMiA ItUoA J
colors and black. Made from
Broadcloths,
Flannels, BatisAIITR
tes and Taffeta.
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OF AGRICULTURE
AND MECHANIC ARTS

Administration Building
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"To

promote Liberal and
Practical Education."
.

Brie.

rk. oames in Aaricultun and Engmwun. this

coUeeeotfem

(for

gul).

also

r4

the following:

TIk department occupies aa entire

nine rooms, in one of the new buildinw.
of Iras dcpartaenl include wel equipped
, The toonu

Boor,

rooms, Molina laboratory, Vitcnen,
I worn, ofcee. Kdtarios and rat room. McFie Hall (the girls' dormitory) aJJads a deUghlfu
home tor young women students under he care of a Dean of Women and a Matron.
There is always a demand
Stenography and Spanish Stenography.
lor good stenographers, especially those who can write Spanish Shorthand.
Business. College '.d secondary courses designed to prepare for business life
io store, bank or office.

General Science.

Preparatory. A

A
four-ye- ar

college course.
course equal to that of the best city high schools.

Special classes of lower (Trade for students over sixteen.
,
h war throush otAsse. During the past year
?'jSr.,?'!,e,
the college pad
$4,395 0 for student i.hc. 127 student, earned all or part of their
1 he college
.L- has ejevea hinMmm vjvkllu -Texpend
l.l
laculty ot tmrty-eiuinstructors, batiauoo of cadets, cheap and eomtorUble living accommodations.
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Rosa auto t
The Las Vegas-Santmail, express and passenger line
Is now in operation.
The auto )
makes the round trip between 4
Las Vegas and Santa Rosa three )
times a week, Mondays, Wed- 4
nesdays and Fridays.
The auto leaves Murphey's drug 4
6tore at 7 a. m., visits both post- - 4
fSfflces and leaves Winters drag 4
4 store on the West side for Santa 4
4 Robs. Tickets can be purchased 4
4 at either Murphey's or Winters" 4
4
4 drug stores.
4 The round trip fare Is $11; one 4
4 way $6. Each passenger Is al- - 4
4 lowed to carry not to exceed 25 4
4' poinds of baggage. Express pack-- 4
4 ages are also handled and can be 4
4 left at either of the drug stores 4
.
4
4 mentioned.

one-piec-

Special Value S1.50

..

J

4444444444444444

Thomson's

4

9 9

Glove-Fittin- g

Corsets.

Model 263

Price S2.50

TS very long it has the
extreme
skirt which is
I responsible for the beautiful long, flowing hip lenght
lines that are the distinctive feature of the most striking new dress' models. This is the
figure you desire to follow, 'and Model 263 is the corset you need you
will find no other so decidedly comfortable and so strictly in vogue. The
material of this corset is fine batiste, and to the long soft skirt which extends several inches beyond the boning, is attached two front and two
side hose supporters. The boning is guaranteed
"
'
close-fittin- g

1

tor
-

u
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rust-proo- f.

WB CLOSE AT NOON

MONDAY-LAB-

OR

tu

C.0;iETS

DAY.

LAS VEGAS OA ICY OPTIC.

SATURDAY,

THREE

4, 1903.

SEPTEMBER,

the happy occasion.
Light refresn-mont- s no more, than a perfectly responsive
were served during the after- musical instrument Miss Raynolds'
voire lias rare charm, and demon- noon.
were
tratts the fine results of masterful
Mesdames
invited
Those
Isaac Bacharach, Simon Bacharach, raining. Possessing delicate artistic
F. O. Blood, W. B. Bunker, C. L. comprehension, her year under Jean
MannBailey, M. L. Cooley. S. B. de Reszke, one of the greatest dra
Davis, Jr., W. K. Etter, Arkansas City, matic tenors who ever lived, has
INCOttPOItATEO 1IKX1
Kans., Dickinson. W. O. Haydon, Hen- given her effective control of the art
W.
H.
a
remarkable
of expression, and
adaptrietta Ilfeld, F. B. January.
Her
WHOLESALE
Kelly, George Kilmer, Mobile, Ala.; ability in musical interpretation.
J. V. Long, J. A. LaRue, McKeever, friends who have heard her in operDistributing Agents of
W. J. Mills, Samuel Neustadt, Albu- atic recital rejoice that she is to have
Jno. Deere
year of special work in dramatic
querque, F. H. Pierce, G. A. Rothgeb,
I3IPLEM ENTS
H. Stearns, C. A. Spiess, Thomas, vocal art under the best masters in
McCormio
H. T. 'Unsell, Spokane, Wash., C. C. Europe."
DeeringRobThe past week has been
John
Jefferson
Raynolds,
Gise,
Champion
notable for several weddings
Making Good on Stage
MACHIXEItY
bins, Misses Maggie Bucher, Elizabeth
de- number
of
and
the
of Miss
Rebecca
A
Blanche
Rothgeb,
very beautiful half-tonCooley,
Molina
Louisa K. Reed, of this city, appearStadobaker
lightful social functions which
Rowland and Dove Wilson.
Much
WAGONS VEHICLES
has
have taken place.
ed in a recent issue of the
A meriean
been doing during the week In
Washington (D. C.) Evening Times.
A Surprise Party
El wood
criticism
a
The
the way of entertaining visiting
en
picture accompanies
The Rebekah club gave a most
FENCE
STOCK
and
a
guests, together with dances
and successful surprise, par of Miss Reed in the role of Rose
Goelitz, Haydon, Hoke,'
Genuine Glidden
joyable
Fell,
socials, with, cupld, playing no
1JAKUWIKE
Ilfeld. H. W. Kelly, George ty on Mrs. J. C. Johnsen on Friday Colombia, the circus girl, in a play
small part In bringing about
of Mobile, Ala., LaRue, Losey, afternoon, the affair being In the na- called "The Girl from the Circus."
Kilmer,
4- several
very pretty weddings.
Mckeever, ture of a house warming at the beau This Is Miss Reed's first appearance
Lucas, W. J. Mills,
LAS VEGAS, N. M. SANTA ROSA, N. M. ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
D.
Raynolds, A. T. tiful new Johnsen home on Seventh as a star, though she has handled
Pierce, Padgett, E.
excellent many difficult roles in the four years
Rosenthal,
Richley, street. Following several
jr.,
Rogers,
The Times
The dance given at .the Fraternal Schaefer, Schmidt, Spiess, Smith, piano selections, a guessing game of her theatrical career.
Brotherhood hall by the Fraternal Shaw, Thomas, Tamme, Vollmer and completed the afternoon's mode of says In part: "The real surprise,
Union of America on Wednesday was York; Misses Cooley, Craig, Cunning- entertainment. This game was la an however, came in the work of Miss
one of the sociat successes of the ham, Helen Cunningham, Daum, swer to the question "What is to Be Louis Reed, as Rosa Colombia, the
week, about forty couples enjoying Richley, Rothgeb,
Raynolda and Found on a Dime?" Mrs. Studebaker circus girl. Just for a little while,
the danctnj? until the wee sraa' hours RIeve.
proved the most successful guesser, early In the play, it was feared that
on a in her effort to give a realistic preof the morning.
uhn findine the most things
Fllemoa Martinez and Miss Tonlta dime, while Mrs. Johnsen was award sentation of the role a breezy, slangy
was
of the accepted sawdust
Louise
Miss
Cunningham
Delgado were married in this city on ed the consolation. Mrs. Pritchett somebody
hostess at a dinner party at the Cun Monday, August 31st in the Catholic secured the first prize for spelling ring type, Bhe was going to overdo
laughter
ningham home on Sixth street Wed church on the West side, the cere the most words out of the letters her part. Her continual
nesday evening. Those present be mony being celebrated at high mass, one dime", and in this Mrs. Stude when she first tlew In' was a trifle
sides the hostess were Misses .Emma Reverend Father Gilbert, pansu baker got the consolation. Delicious forced and occasionally she appeared
Tamme, Jeanette Ward and Marjorie priest, performing the ceremony, the refreshments closed the afternoons to be throwing herself Into her role
Men's, Bojs' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
with just a little too much abandon.
Shaw; Messrs. Donald Hart, William impressive CathoJIc ring ceremony be gathering.
Mail Orders Promptly Pilled.
This feeling was speedily forgotten and
Tintnn R. G. Head. Robert Gise and ing used. Miss IDelgado Is the
The social given on Thursday even when she did her circus stunt, riding
Douglas Hoskins.
daughter of Mrs. Florintlna L. de
Methodist
bare backed sofa, with young GilDelgado, and Is well and favorably ing at the parlors of the
Miss Josephine Lowe, daughter of known among the younger set on the Episcopal church by the members of Hbrand as her ringmaster, the apMiss Reed's
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Lowe entertain- West side. Mr, Martinez la a son of the "Aekmrv" society was a decided plause was not stinted.
ed a number of her little friends
Mr. and Mrs. Jesus M. Martinez, and success, both financially and socially personal appearance was a tnaterial
afternoon at her home on is a very wealthy ranch owner and The social was arranged in the order aid to her success." The foregoing
Ninth street in honor of the anni- stockman of Colfax county. Mr. and of a "surprise social" and everything shows the wonderful advancement
(incorporated)
versary of the fourth year of her Mrs. Antonio Lucero attended the was three cents, including admission, Miss Reed has made on the stage in
birth. Light refreshments were serv- bride and groom at the altar as mat The proceeds of the social will go four years' time, going from a dra
ed and the youngsters had a delight- ron of honor and best man, respective toward helping the missions, a neai matic school to starring In that time.
There Another mention of Miss Reed's work
ful time generally.
ly. Mr. and Mrs. Martinez left short sum of money being cleared.
and Dottier In
ly after their marriage for Colfax was a candy booth, ice cream, cake In the Evening Times In "A Poor Re
Miss Helen Kelly entertained the county, where they will make their and lemonade was served, and a gyp-s- y latlon" reads In part: "Louise Reed
WOOL,
members of the Young Ladies' Sewing future home.
fortune telling tent and an Infor- was clever and bewitching as Dolly
Wedclub at her home, 825 Sixth street,
mation bureau, all of which brought Faye." Considering that Miss Reed is
Between stitches
The greatest a Las Vegas girl great interest is be
Houses mt
nesday afternoon.
Complimentary to Miss Francis forth three cents.
was
on
the
In
work
the
amusement
nd exchanging of "yarns" light
taken
evening
her
stage
Miss
during
ing
of
Trinidad, Colo.,
Caldwell,
East La Vega, H.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
were served. Those of Carol Ross entertained In a most de furnished at the information bureau and no doubt in a few years she will
Mm M.m
Poooa, Mm Mm, Logan, M, Mm, Trinidad, Colorado
the club members present were lightful manner a few of her young where questions were asked, the be one of the leading actresses of
Helen
came
a
Schaefer, lady friends at bridge whist at her answer to which
from person the American stage.
Misses Schaefer,Hoskins, Hartman, Ross, May Ross, home on National avenue last Mon on the inside. The hours during
BAIN WAGONS, the Dost Farm Wagon mada
Helen
were from
Piano Recital
Kelly, Coors, Cunningham,
day afternoon. The afternoon was which the social was held
H
rlA CifsEm Sn TTLEY CO.. Vnhlnla
Cunningham, and Tipton.
Monday evening at Normal hall the
very pleasantly spent, Miss Ross be 9 to 11 p. m. The members of the
Ruth
cream of the musical talent of Las
NAVAJO DLAMIETS
ing a most interesting "entertainer. "Aekmrv" society are Misses
On Sunday, August 30th, was re Delicious refreshments were served Schlott, Marguerite Hill, Elmira Hro Vegas will give a recital which promMiss Marie mond, Yivian Hedgcock, Katherine ises to be as delightful and enterceived in Las Vegas the somewhat during the afternoon.
The re:
ot
of
off
the
news
first honors . at Marlatt, Mary Hanson and Mary taining as it will be select.
marrlago
Schaefer carried
surprising
cltal will be under the auspices of
.
.
lire Davis, a popular merchant of bridge and was presented with a Kline.
Prof. E. E. Wentworth Layton. The
this city to Miss Rose Bierman, of handsomely decorated blotter. The
The dance at Rosenthal hall
program follows:
Angeles. The wedding was guest of honor, Miss Caldwell, receiv
the members I. Largo (from Xerxes) Handel-Oreor more, each delivery, 20c per 100 lbs.
quietly solemnized at the home of ed a set of handsome hand painted Wednesday evening by
was one of Armoria Summerlin, E. E. Wentworth a,ooo lbs.,
club
of
the Fortnightly
Those present besides
the bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. i,li place cards.
to 3,000 lbs., each delivery, 25c
100 lbs.
lbs.,
(,000
and enjoyable
Layton
Bierman, 1817 West 45th street, Los the hostess, were Misses Schaefer, the most successful
to
each
100
lbsi
200
2.
That
lbs.,
week.
lbs.,
30c
Barcarolle
Behr
1,000
per
of
delivery,
was
the
events
Hossociety
Helen Schaefer, Coors, Tipton,
Angeles. This pretty wedding
to
each
more
In
100
Behr
pop200
lbs.
are
May
dances
that
lbs.,
lbs.,
40c
these
becoming
50
per
a
delivery,
Trinidad,
Caldwell,
of
Francis
courtship
kins,
the termination
Hilda Cole
Less
each delivery, 50c per 100 lbs.
atarteA In the Meadow City about Colo., Elsa Bartels, Denver, Browne, ular Is manifested by the spirit shown
lbs.,
50
as well as by the 3. In the Church
Tschaikowsky
eight months ago on the occasion oi Artless Browne, Kelly, Sporleder, in getting them up
one given this
Sweet Bess Gavotte
.Bechtel
at
the
a visit here of Miss Bierman, cupid Marguerite Cavanaugh and Vera Geh- large attendance
evening's!
the
Funeral
Those
and
Mr.
Tschaikowsky
Dolly's
week.
eajoying
start.
at
husv
the
1
ring.
orottine
a
Ganschals
Welcome
dancing were Mesdames Don W.
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the
Mrs. Davis will spend some time tour
CunSummerlin
Misses
of
Archer
Audrey
and
Lusk
was
Talley,
coast
before
advent-and lasting1 qualities of which have made Las Vegas
fall weddings
returning
The
purity
ing the Pacific
v
Aria from Der Frelschutz....
famous. Office: 701 Douglas avenue.
ushered in by the pretty marriage of ningham, Helen Cunningham, Louis
. to their home in this city.
CaldWeber
Miss LIda Vasse and Edward S. Cunningham, Hoskins, Francis
Jeanette Sara Mae Raynolds, Mrs. Chas. H.
Colo.,
of
Trinidad,
well,
on
Wednes
took
which
place
At high noon on Sunday, August Lewis,
Kohn
Mr. and Ward, Ross, Cluxton, Loma Johnson,
30th, Rev. Cleon Forbes, of Odessa, day evening at the home of
Jacket
Helen 5. In the Rose Arbor
Coors,
Kelly,
of
Shaw,
Watrous,
beautiful
H.
the
Tur
Mrs.
Hunker,
George
Mo., and Miss Florence Augusta
of
Leon
Bowen
Denver,
Elsa
Bartels,
Schaefer,
ner, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. T. '1'. ring ceremony being performed by
Amor (Gavotte) ...... . .Tourbie
Artless Browne, Mary Esch, of ParTurner, were united in marriage at the Rev. H. Van Valkenberg, pastor
ArchiIrene
and
Opal Cole
the Turner home on the Lower Har- of the Methodist Episcopal church. sons, Kans., Tipton
of 7. Cleopatra (Intermezzo)
.Petrie
Trumbull,
Sellman
Messrs.
connect
bald,
for
romance
Miss Vasse,
many years
very ranch. This Is another
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Summerlin
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Clark,
fianced while attending the Biblical ular young ladies, and is a favorite' in Hoke, Lusk,
Soeda and
Wagner-Bors- t
Leo and William Tipton, Hipscn, 9. Pilgrimg Chorus
Literary college at Odessa, Mo., at social circles, as wellies among all
Robert
Aileen
Rosenthal
Dr.
Smith,
Hess, Gosch,
which college Rev. Forbes was pro- who have had the pleasure of her , ac- Shaw,
Wool, Hides and Pelts.
Mr. Lewis, . well and Gise. Boucher, Talley, Will Springer, 10. The Chinese Umbrella (Ac
Out of the quaintance.
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All
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Fifth street Thursday afternoon.
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I Know a Lovely Garden. . . .
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at euchre. Very beautiful .hand em ried off first honors, being presented red Japanese lanterns. The entirea
Mossie YorkEmma Tamme
the
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for
highest
program calls
broidered jabots were presented to with a handsome leather Jewel
of praise, and. was a decided
each one of the visiting gnesis. Be Mrs. F. B. January won second prize,
A woman can have absolute faith In
sides the hostesses and guests of hon- a very pretty leather traveling bag. artistic success. Miss Raynolds has her
prayers to keep her from harm
sila voice of hls;h dramatic quality,
or, those present were Mesdames, Mrs. Etter was presented with a
and
yet climb up on a table to say
Mrs. warmly sympathetic and exquisitely
Austen, Bunker, Bailey, Isaac Bach- ver talcum powder box and
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In
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DISCOVERY OF THENORTH

of the earth; this capsheaf of mystery; this key that was to unlock all
Cut he Ice and
scientific puzzles.
storm and darkness and famine of
the north guarded their treasure sucThen
cessfully for five centuries.
along comes this man from Brooklyn,
without Nourish of trumpets or particular, preparation, and taking with
him a few Esquimaux and many dogs,
makes a dash across seven hundred
miles of ice, and the thing is done.'
"
The men- whA have sought the pole
form a long muster roll of knights as
foolhardy as Doa Quixote charging the
windmills. There . were Froblsher,
Barents, Henry Hudson,
Hearne,
Capt Cook, Sir John Franklin, Ross,
Parry, Dr. Kane, Forsythe, Anderson,
Greely, Peary, Abruzzl and a score of
others practically known to fame in
a less degree. Most of these men,
however, were searching for each
other. One' expedition would be prepared and started for the pole and
then five others were sent out to
ex
The
find the first one.
TanklIn
is
pedition of Sir John
well known to the world. He sailed
in two ships into the northern seas
among the Ice floes and all the
blood and brains and energy and
treasure could not wrest the story of
his fate from the reluctant lips of the
snow and the ice and the darkness.
It has been practically positively
determined that Dr. Cook reach the
pole. He is still In the northland and
has sent messages of his success to
civilization, with seemingly authentic
details. The world had Just about
settled back to let the pole alone. It
had done Its duty in supporting the
earth for several thousand years, and
at this time there appeared no press
ing need of Its discovery, so the prob
lem had attracted little attention for
several years aside from Walter Well
man's little advertising venture. In
fact, science had turned Its attention
to getting In touch with Mars as a
much easier proposition.
Still, Americans will have every
right to feel proud of the achievement
of their countryman, even though no
material value or gain can be 'evolved
from his discovery. The most ad
venturous spirits of all the nations
of the civilized world, backed by the
strength and gold of their govern
ments, have tried for five centuries
to find the pole. It has been a national quest, a labor of Hercules, an
impossibility, a fight with nature at
her worst, a forlorn hope. To science
the accomplishment of this prodigy is
as wonderful as the successful quest

POLE

d

Scientists and geographers all over
the world are worked up to the high-- 1
est pitch of excitement over the discovery of the north pole by Dr. Frederick A. Cook, the American explorer.
The fact that the event took place in
April of last year does not dampen the
ardor of these wise men in the least
and they will go ahead and cast up
new longitudinal circles and evolve
theories and make measurements and
take reckonings until the sum total of
their calculations will result in a
maze that would drive an average
man crazy if he attempted to follow
them to the end.
To the ordinary citizen who sells,
eoap or spectacles for a living, or
works in a shop or store or office, the
discovery of the pole will have no
(vital interest. It will not reduce the
icost of living, nor will it offer any attractions as a new field for active
Dr. Cook has won a ten
line notice In the encyclopedias and
5s therefore sure of a place In history. He will have medals pinned on
his chest by a ecore of scientific societies, will occupy a lot of magazine
enace and finally land on the Chautauqua platform.
For nearly five hundred years men
have sought' the pole.
In 1497 the
two Cabots, John and Sebastain, fitted
out the first polar expedition, and
every ten years, on an average, since
that time, men have left their happj
homes and sailed into the northlaml
e
In quest of this imaginary
top-piec-

SATURDAY,

of Ponce De Leoa for his fountain of
eternal youth would have been In
those days of superstition. It is al
most past belief that Dr. Cook should

have accomplished this . Incredible
thing. No quest since - the "world
stood has required such fortitude or
exacted such, a .toll of suffering as
that of traveling over Ice fields as
rough and broken as a mountain
range, of sitting still for months in
a prison of Ice, of facing perpetual
darkness, of struggling forward into
clouds of snow while wracked by famine and enervated by the bitter, piercing cold of a terrible temperature.
And the only goal for this unheard of
suffering and hardship a rainbow of
delusion somewhere ahead; a butterfly that always eluded the net; a
treasure Bomewhere in the bottom of
the sea.' Nowhere else In the worlo.
have men endured as much for a certain goal and a sure reward as they
have in the northland for an imaginary pole that marked the apex of
the earth's axis, . .... ,
Everybody will breathe a sigh of
relteTBow "that the' pole Aas- - been
found,.an!l It is to be hoped that Dr.
Cook's" narrative otCJifs hialships in
the land of polar bears and ice.will
deter Ull useful citizens from spending
their vacations up there. The keen
edge of the glory of discovery has
been worn off by the Brooklyn man.
He will be able to tell us all about
the pole, how it looks, and what it
does, and no one except the scientists
will be any wiser.
So let lis wait
patiently for further particulars until
the aeroplane has been perfected and
then make the voyage in a week or
two up to the place where the parallels of latitude and the meridians of
longitude form a junction. Topeka
(Kan.) State Journal.
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TRY THIS FOR
YOUR COUGH

A Reminder
anticipating buying: a gift of Silver, Cut Glass, China or
. ,
Jewelry, remember we carry only the BEST.
I

Sllx two ounces of glycerine with
ialf ounce of Virgin, Oil of Pine
compound pure and, a half pint of
Shake well, and
straight whiskey.
take In doses of a teaspoonful every

a

Gorham Silver

Pickard's China, Hawkes Cut' GUss etc. ".
i
Take advantage of o.ur 4909 CASH DISCOUNT offer.
,
saves yov. ten PER CENT on your purchase. "

four hours. This mixture possesses
the healing, healthful properties of
the Pines and will break a cold In 24
hours and cure any cough that is
curable; ,iila having this formula, put
up, bo sure that your druggist uses
the genuine Virgin Oil of Pine compound pure, prepared and guaranteed
only by the Leach Chemical Co., Cin
cinnati, O.

R.
E. Las

13

so-ou- d

AYfcR'S HAIR VIGOR
Hair
An Elegant Dressing
Stops Falling
Makes Hair Grow
Destroys Dandruff

Ooes not dolor the Gilair
Composed of Sulphur, Glycerin, Quinin, Sodium Chlorld. Capsicum, Sane, Alcohol,
Water, Perfume. Ask your doctor hi opinion of uich a hair preparation.

It

,

J.

Jeweler end Optician.
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Chicago Live Stock
Cattle 300
Chicago, Sept. 4.

stea

dy; beeves $4.258.05; Texas steers
$4.155.40; western steers $4.40
feeders $3.255.25;
6.50; stockers'
cows, heifers $2.256.40; calves $6.50
9.25.

steady, westerns $3
$4.505.80: western
lambs $4.607.75.
6000

Sheep

60O

-

MARKET REPORTS.
throughout the southwest The curriemculum is of the highest standard,
bracing both preparatory . and acaNew York Stock Exchange
demic studies. Special instruction is
New York, Sept. 4. The stock exalso given in shorthand, typewriting, change was closed today.
vocal and Instrumental music, elocution, delsarte, physical culture ana
'New York Money
The study of Latin runs
politeness.
New York, Sept. 4. Prime paper
through the entire academic course. 4
Mexican dollars, 43; call
Indications are that this year's en- money nominal.
rollment will be larger than ever before, but arrangements have been
St. Louis Wool '
made to properly care for all pupils
Louis, Sejt. 4. Wool unchangSt
who may enroll at this excellent sec- ed.
Territory and western mediums,
tarian institution.
2328; fine mediums, 2224; fine,

At a meeting of the board of man
agers of the Mount Calvary cemetery
association, arrangements wee made
with the owners of the Twenitetn
Century theatre to give two benolit
shows to raise funds to improve the
These shows will take
cemetery.
place next week, the first on Wednesday night August 8th, and the
the following night, Thursday
9th. The prices will ' remain
August
SCHOOL DAYS BACK AGAIN
the same for the two benefit shows,
namely 10 and 15 cents. An excellent
program has been arranged and It 13
(Continued From Page 1.)
safe to say that because the shows
Loretto Academy
are for a laudable cause that they
Also on Monday, Loretto Academy will be liberally patronized.
will open for the fall and winter
term. This institution is conducted
Wallace Springer departed on one
by the Sisters of Loretto, whose repu- of the late trains last evening for
'
tation as educators Is well known Raton.

:

i

4.75: yearlings

Chicago Provisions
Chicago, Sept 4. Wheat,, Septem

Doug-l-

a

Avenue.

5.50; bulls $2.60 175; calves $3.50
west
8; western steers $3.75G.75;

ern cows $2.504.50.
Hags 2000, 5 higher, bulk $7.90
8.15; heavy $8 15; packers' butchers
$S20; light $7v08.10; pigs $5.50
07.25.
SNEAK

THIEF ENTERS

.

HOME OF H. C. YOUNG

Yesterday afternoon between the
hours of 2 and 5 p. m. the home of
H. C. Young at 1044 Fifth street was
entered by a eneak thief, but so far
as is known, nothing was stolen. Entrance .was effected through a window. The window, while propped on
top with a large stick, had a small
hole at one corner, and it was through
this hole that the prop was knocked
out and in the course of operations
the hole in the window was somewhat enlarged. About the only thing
that saved the house from being
rifled was that a big dog belonging
to Mr. Young had been locked up In
the house and his barking very
likely frightened the thief away. Yesterday's occurrence at the Young residence Is the second of Its kind In
the last four years, but on the former
occasions everything In the house was
disturbed and the loss very great.

Corn,
December, 94
ber, 98
December, 57
September, 66
December,
Oats, September, 38
38
Pork, September,' $22.90;
C. J. .Wolfe, a healthseeker
who
Lard, September,
January, $17.85.
on
came
to
Las
last
Monday
Vegas
Ribs,
$10.62
$12.27
January.
January, suffering from tuberculosis in Its adSeptember, $11.77
vanced stages, died at the Las Vegas
$9.42
hospital at 9:15 o'colck last night
The body was prepared for shipment
Kansas City Live Stock
Kansas City, Sept 4. Cattle 200 to the family home at Canton, 111.,
steers $4.507.75; by the Las Vegas Undertaking comsteady; native
southern steers $34.60; southern pany and was sent east this afterr
cows $2.254; native cows, heifers noon, acompanled by the sorrowing
wife and a brother of the deceased.
feeders $2.75
$26.50; stockers
5--

1--

3--

.

Special Price Reductions on Wearables
Children Will Heed When the Old School

Bell Sounds its Difig Dong,
FEW DAYS more and an army of Boys and Girls will come trooping back to desks and books after
a period of romp and tear. The first note of the school bell will mean a host of needs for filling
the gaps in the boys or girls wardrobe depleted by the hard knocks of playtime.
We have made special preparations for the comiag school days and have garnered a stock of need-full- s
that will prove a boon to every economical mother with a hopeful to outfit for school.
Boys' Suits, Hats, Caps, Shirts, Shoes and Furnishings at 10 to 15 per cent reduction for this event. Ginghams and like
Fabrics for making school Dresses, in the most exoellent qualities, have been priced at such alluring figures that not to
purchase your needs here is to turn your back on economy. A lot of Misses' Dresses in white duok and colored Ginghams
and Madras go at about half-pric-

The merchandise is of splendid quality goods, amply fit to stand the hard knocks which any hearty boy or girl will give them.

THE MONEY SAVING POSSIBILITIES ARE ILLUSTRATED BELOW
a

We Give Away! an Ingersol Dollar Watch With Every Boys' Suit Bought For Cash Amounting to S3. 00 or More

Boys' Headgear

i

in black, tan,
Boys' hats the new Trooper, pinch or
gray, green brown; newest styles, 10 per cent off.
Caps all the usual kinda golfs, yachts, etons, tans, in blue,
brown, gray, red, corduroy, leather, serge, flannel worsteds at 10
per cent off.

Boys' School Suits

pull-dow-

M

C
01

g

Waists and Shirts
Boys'
35c

19o
:
,
Waists, for..........
New Waists, well made in different styles, Blouse with collar
attached or no collar, light, medium or dark.
Special 55o, worth 75o

A

in

lot of Boys'

Boys' Shoes

to show you the best Boys' School Shoes,
made strongest to resist hard knocks absolutely all leather
throughout, a good strong shoe that will outwear 2 other shoes.
"American Boy" School Shoes, guaranteed to be made of
at $2.75 and $3.00.
,:
best leather; sizes 1 to
double
"Red School House" Strong Shoes, heavy leather,
sole, Elk sole. See these Shoes before you buy elsewhere; you
will be glad to get such a shoe, it will wear.
We are prepared

4

6,

VI

for Boys and Girls
Ferris Shoes
$1.50 to $3.00 Ask to see
or

in all leathers, lace
Ferris Shoes.

button

We guarantee them.

the

Jith

Economy Linen in light blue, navy, brown, catawaba, plain
colors, 33 inch, sells at 20c, very good for Girls Sailor and Blouse
Waist Suits.
galatea cloth, dark and light colors In stripes, checks,
and polka dots, fancy patterns, the mostsubstantial material for
School Suits, sells at 17 c
h

Boys' Suits with 2 pairs "Knickerbocker" pants, worth $4.00, for . . . .$3.15
3.75
Boys' Suits with 3 pairs "Knickerbocker" pants, worth 5,00, for
2
Suits
.
with
5.00
for
...
"Knickerbocker"
worth
Boys'
6.00,
pairs
pants,
Boys' Suits with 2 pairs "Knickerbocker' pants, worth 6.50, for. . . . 5.G5

One

lot of Boys' Knee Pants; ages, 10,

.i:;v w;
Specials,
Seersuckers.

v

'

One

'

27-in-

price

12

'c,

Gingams,
special llo

Bed-Seal-

Bates,

Regular'

1L. 12, 13, 14,

lot Boys' Corduroy Pants, worth

75o

and $1.00. Special

Young Men's Suits

A large! variety stylish Suits, at 20 per cent
f.

"The

off.

Store of Quality'

E.LASVEGAS.

to

ce

16

Years

Suits

Best quality, double seam, taped, strong pockets, hold fast buttons,
new style, black, blue, gray, brown, fancy an mlxtnres.
$2.50 Suits.
$1.80
$2.00 Suits.......
:.$2.25
3.00

2.70
3.15
3.60

Suits....

3j50Suits
4.00 Suits
6.00 Suits
6.00 Suits
7.00

4.50
5.40
6.30

Suite...

8

usually sold at 75c.
Special,

maN.M.

Made

43c

Blouse.

$1.25 Suits
2.00
2.50

to 6 Years.

j

in the new style Coats or

55c

Boys' Corduroy Knee Pants In gray, tan, green, brown, $1.00, $155, and $1.50
Boys' all wool Knee Pants "knickerbockers" or straight, 75c, $1.00, $1.25, $1.50

Aft

8

Best Suits for the Little
Tots

Boys' Knee Pants

--

,

Pants

the best values in this class of merchandise. Have made special
prices for this event. All new merchandise strongly made, to stand the hard
usage of the sturdy School Boy.
.

Two-Pie-

'

We show

.

For Girls, We Offer

2 Pairs Knickerbocker

Boys

1

$1.15

Suits

1,80

Suits..

2.2J

3 00 Suits

2.70

Suite
Suits
Suits
5.00Suits
3.50
4.00
4.50

3.15

,.

;s.60
.

..V... ..

......

New. Arrivals
Wome V Tailored Suits
e
Women' i
Dresses
LESS Women's Newest Waists
Women's Long Coats
,, ;
Millinery.
One-Piec-

4.05
4 50

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC,

Trustworthy
methods during the
i many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trad- ing with us. While
"
working for a busi- ness wa have been.
working for a repu- tation; we have gain- ed it and it will be
.' upheld.
Every deal
with us is a satisfactory deal we guarantee that.
'

:z

.

DIG

CO.

Telephone Main 3
BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

PERSONALS
H. C. Smith boarded an tffternoon
train (or northern polnU.
The sisters of Loretta spent the day
picnicking at the Montezuma hotel.
, Maurice Regensburg returned this
afternoon to his home at Guadalupita.
Dell Steadman returned last even
ing from his visit to Oklahoma points
John Rudulph came In from his
home at Rociada today a remain over
"Sunday.
M. M. Sundt arrived In the city this
afternoon In return from a business
trip to Ft. Bayard, N. M.
S. L. Fischer the well known ranch
er from the Mineral Hill district was
a visitor In the city today.
F. P. Delgado, who has been visiting her for the past two weeks, left
for hia home In Santa Fe on No. 1 to
day.
Apolinario Almanzar, a wealthy
ptock raiser of Conant, Guadalupe
county, Is visiting the city on bus!
ness.
Mrs. George Chavez, mother of F.
S. ' Chavez, deputy county assessor,
left for Santa Fe today, on No. 1 to
visit with relatives.
Jack Adams drove In from his
ranch near Mineral Hill yesterday
afternoon. and will spend a few days
iu the Meadow city.
Miss Margaret Rudulph departed
on No. 1 today for Santa Fe and will
assume her studies In the Loretto
Academy In that eity.
last
Mrs. Fred Nolette departed
evening for Seattle, Wash., where she
wUl visit the
a4 few weeks.
District Clerk Secundino Romero
,was a passenger on the California
limited this morning for a hurried
business trip to Santa Fe.
Pat Purcell, master mechanic at
Lamy and family, arrived in the city
on an afternoon train on a few days'
visit to James Purcell and family.
Walter Hoke avd Carlos Dunn will
leave, this evening overland for a
trip to Gascon, Mr. Dunn's home,
where they will remain over Sunday.
E. G. Murphey arrived on No. 1
today from Denver, where he has
been visiting for the past two weeks,
on his return from a Pacific coast
trip.
Mike Maloney, an engineer on the
Missouri division of the Santa Fe, and
wife, who have been visiting Engineer Joe Blevlns for a couple of
days, departed on No. 1 today for Los
Angeles.
Ray and Laura Coen, who have
been visting in the city from Albuquerque as the guests' of Misses Kit-ti- e
and Angelina Seelover, returned
this afternoon to their home in the
Duke city.
'. Mrs.
Charles Stevenson and son,
Charles, jr., left this afternoon for
Raton, where she will visit for some
time as the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
Marlon Littrell,
parents of Mrs.
Stevenson.
Edward O. Thomas, one of the local mail carriers and supervisor over
route No. 4 has been granted his annual leave of absence of fifteen days
and left this afternoon for Wagon
Alaska-Yukon-Paclh- o

-
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Las Vegas Mercantile
620 Douglas

Cos

Lowl

18x30

yard-wid- e

inches.
Grass

O

'
Twins Matting.
35c for the 600 "Hodges," yard-widFiber Matting.' ' '
$8.35 for the 110.80 all wool Art-- ;
Squares, not fringed, 9x12 feet.
80c for the tl.OO Inlaid Lenoleum.
48c for the 65c Printed Linoleum. ,
for
30c for 50o yard Plank
borders.'

Only at

$0.50

THE ROSENTHAL
$9.50

ta and Hood.

Go-C- ar

for the

$8.95

"Stelnfeld" Callap-sibl- e

Callapsible,

$12.50

Go-Ca- rt

one-motio-n

0

with

Hood.

Only at

r

t--

At

0

THE ROSENTHAL

0.95 for the Big

is equal to two dollars earned. Ever think that H is just as
easy to save a dollar aa to spend it needlessly? Try It and see.
THE LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK

inch rubber tires.!i
Hoods and
for the $14.60 Favorite"Callap- -

$1

o
0

A DOLLAR SAVED

Go-Car- ts

$9.48

sible,

0
0
0

"Heywood"

n

Steel Beds,
with 2 Inch continuos tubing,
Vernis Martin. '
$16.00

0
0

0
0

0

.

for the

of as

O
O

0 CAPITAL PAID IU
V (gs?.coo,oco.co
0 0100,000,00
0
J.
D..T. HO SKINS, Cashier.
CUNNINGHAM, President
0
FRANK 8PRINGER, Vie President,
F. B. JANUARY, Aart. Cashier.
0
0
.Interest Paid on Time Deposits
M

Oil-clot-

-

nalBank

SanM

SPECIALS
85c for 11.25 Bath Rusts,
48c for Ko "Crex",

FIVE

4, 1309.
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o

Department

Big Carpet
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WINTERS

Mound, where he will spend sum
time on hia claim and will later go
to Colorado
Springs. Clerk Karl
Showalter will distribute mall during
the absence of Mr. Thomas.
Miss Muriel HU1, principal of the
East Las Vegas high school, returned
to the city on No. 1 today from Idaho
Springs, Cola, where she has been
spending Her vacation visiting friends
and relatives.-- .
V. H. Waij.e one of the city mail
carriers accompanied
by Hubert
Sundleft last evening for the Har
vey mountain resort where they will
spend a few days,' angling for the
'
speckled beautiea
Mrs. Hattle McClain, who has been
spending the summer at the Harvey
mountain resort assisting her sister,
Mrs. S. B. Warner, In the management
of the resort, has returned to this
city for the winter.
E. D. Raynolds, the popular and
well known cashier of the First Na
tional bank, departed on the Caiifjr
aia limited this morning for Lj An
geles, where he will spend about ten
days taking in the sights of southern
California.
'
Miss
Louise Smith, who has
been spending the summer at Ocean
Park, Calif., with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. J. S. Duncan, returned to
the city this afternoon on belated No.
2, ana will make her home during the
winter with Mr. and Mrs. Arthur

SEPTEMBER,

SATURDAY,

is ths place to start and to continue saving. Start aa account
and get into the habit of adding to if every pay day. Ton
know it's the right thing to do, so why not do it?

Las Vegas Savings Bank

0
0

OFFICE WITH

0

Sa.rv Miguel

0"

0
O

a
o

0

0
0
0
0
0
o
0

NettlonaJ Bank.

Only at
I

Mrs. J. A. Wood and daughter, of
Santa Fe, are In the city on a visit to

friends, coming here primarily for
the purpose of having Miss Wood
baptized this evening at the Baptist
church. The Woods were former re
sidents of this city, when Prof. Wood
was superintendent
of the
city
schools.
H. A. Harvey, of the Harvey mountain resort, who left recently for the

east for a visit to the scenes of his
days in old New England,
writes to friends In this city of the
pleasures of the Journey In his usual
facetious way. At Montreal, Canada,
he says he must have been recog
nized, as the" band began to play as he
entered the hotel and strangely, after
registering, the hotel clerk addressed
him by name and shook hands with
him as if be were an old friend.
boyhood

The case of James Burns which
came up before Justice of the Peace
D. R. Murray this morning was dismissed for lack of substantial evl
denee. Burns claims that he was out
looking 'for a pole cat which he
thought to be in the immediate vicinity of Sandoval's house and gave
that reason for being in possession of
the gun which was found on him at
the . time of the-- . encounter between
himself and Sandoval. No other
charge than that of carrying a wea
pon was brought against Burns.
The matter of the ownership of the
Crystal theatre was settled today, the
entire ownership being vested in J
R. Brought, as had been expected
since the trouble with N. S. Copeland
arose. The Crystal will continue
with Its moving picture shows, and
on Monday afternoon, labor day, there
at this
will be a special, matinee
theatre.
The oft recurring question, "Which
Church, is Right?" will be discussed in
the Methodist church tomorrow eve- nine at 8 o'clock. The subject is
alive with potent religious movements
and issues. The well known Sunday
school orchestra will lead the music.
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The Newest Food
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EVER WATCHFUL
A

Little Care Will Save Many E. Las
Vegas Readers Future Trouble

Watch the kidney secretions.
See that they have the amber hue
of health;
The discharges not excessive or in
frequent;
like" sediContain no "brick-dus- t
ment.
Doan's Kidney Pills will do this for
you.

'

They watch the kidneys and cure
them when they're sick.
Mrs. Anna Pearce, 905 Tllden ave.,
East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "I have
nothing to withdraw from the public
statement I gave In January 1907 in
favor of Doan's Kidney Pills. I was
troubled for about a year by disor
dered kidneys, the most annoying
feature ol my case being a" too frequent desire to pass the kidney secretions. This weakness was thor
oughly corrected by the use of Doan's
Kidney Pills which I procured at the
Center Block Pramacy. Since that
time I have had a few slight recurrences of the difficulty but at such
times I have taken Doan's Kidney
llls and they have never failed to
have the desired effect. My opinion
of Doan's Kidney Pills hs not changed in the least since' I first recom
mended them."
For sale by all : dealers. Price 50
Co v Buffalo,
cents. Foster-Mllbur-n
New York, sole agents for tha United
.fi
States, i
Remember the name Doan's and
take no other.
-'?
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WANT ADS ARE IMPORTANT to YOU

SEPTEMBER, 4,

1909.

Estray Advertisement
Notice is hereby given to whom It
may concern that the following de
scribed estray animal was taken up by
W, Allen, Dunlap, N. M. (
One black
mare. mule,
about 15 years old, about 13 hands

r

USE

To-wl-

in a hundred ways and, in ONE of Them at Least, TO-DA-

lias

high.

Branded
On right hip
Branded
On right shoulder.
Branded
One left shoulder
One bay or brown mare mule. 13
bands high, about 12 years old.
Branded
T E
On left shoulder
I
Branded
T
On left hip
Said animal being unknown to this
Board, unless claimed by owner on or
umore aepi. zu. oa, said date being 10
days after last .appearance of this advertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the
owner when found.
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Las Veeas. N M.
1st pub Aug 31, last pub Sept 10, '09

THE OPTIC

ADVERTISE
First Insertion 5 Cents a

Y!

20 Cents Per line By Week

50 Cents Per

Line By Month.

BOSS PATENT FLOU
And You Will Always Havfe
'

Quick Action

75he Bankers R.eserve

la what every advertiser wants
for his money. He gets It from

Optic

Want Ads
.

MAIN 2

Help Wanted, Etc.
WANTED

A furnished apartment, or
two or three furnished rooms In a
modern house. Must be clean and
respectable.
Apply Box 231, East
Las Vegas.

To trade a good pony for
a milch cow. McCulloh, 119 10th st,
Tel. Main 242.

WANTED

FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping
rooms, 414 Seventh.
1

partly

Six-roo-

furnish-

Inquire 414 Seventh.

.

Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers

Eitray Advertlsemsnt

Notice is hereby given to whom it
Estray Advertisement
Estray Advertlvment
may concern that the following deB. If. ROBISOX, President
Notice is hereby given to whom It
scribed estray animal was taken no bv
notice is hereby given to whom It
Jose L. Sanchez, Jarales. N. M.
may concern that the following de may concent that the following
Omaha, NebraRka, V. 8.
t:
One bay horse, about 12 scribed estray animal was taken up by
estray animal was taken op by
J. N. Sandoval Gallsteo, N. M.
Juan Lucero y Vlllanueva, Vlllanueva,
years old, weight about 600 lbs.
'
One bay horse, very small. N. M.
'
Lindsay, Neb., June, 8, 1909.
E
uiauucu
One horse, gray red.
On
Branded
H
right hip
THE BANKERS RESERVE LIFE CO.
Branded
On
right hip
'
On right hip
Branded
Omaha, Nebr.
s
On right shoulder
BraDded
Branded
Kindly continue my Policy No. 1509 issued May 9, 1899,
On left hip
On left hip Branded
on my life as a paid up policy with, loan privilege. I desire
On letf shoulder
SaH animal being unknown to this
Said animal being unknown to this
that the settlement on this policy exceeds my expectation,
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Branded
before
said
10
20,
date
'09,
Sept
being
the surplus being- in excess or? estimate given when policy was
before Sept 20, '09, said date being 10
On left hip
days after last appearance of this ad- days after last appearance of this adr
written.
will
said
sold
be
estray
t
Said animal being unknown to this vertisement,
vertisement, said estray will be sold
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit or the
This has been a cheaper insurance to me than any assessBoard, unless claimed by owner on or owner when found.
ment I have.
owner when found.
before Sept. 20, '09, said date being 10
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
adafter
of
last
H.
this
days
appearance
Joseph
Engelka.
Las Vegas, M M.
Las Vegas, N. M.
vertisement, said estray will bs sold 1st pub Aug 31, last pub
Sept 10, '09 1st pub Aug 31, last pub Sept 10, '0)
THE SURPLUS EARNED EXCEEDED THE ESTIMATE
this
Board
for
benefit
of
the
the
by
N
owner when found.
Estray Advertisement
i
CATTLE 3ANITARY BOAPD.
, Estray Advertisement.
For Rates and Information Write
Notice lb hereby given to whom it
Las Vegas, N M.
is hereby given to whom it
Notice
1st pub Aug 31, last pub Sept 10, '09 may concern that the following de- may concern that the following described estray animal was taken up by scribed
estray animal was taken up by
Guillermo Sierra, Santa Rosa, N. M. B. C. Volk,
Torreon, N. M.
old
One white horse,
Estray Advertisement
New Mexico and Arizona
One
small bay mare,
Notice is hereby given to whom it marks on the shoulders by the collar, weight about 700 pounds, thin, 12
Pioneer Building
East Las Vegas, N, M.
15
14
or
of
about'
loco,
years
age,
very
concern
that the following
may
years old, left front foot and hind
e.stray animal was taken up by about 14 hands high.
feet white,
Ritch Bros, Ponll Park, N. M.
Branded
I f4 I
Branded
One
buckskin pony, 9
Many a man has married a widow
On left hip
Estray Advertisemsnt
On left hip
J
old.
years
who had no idea of doing o the
Notice la hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
Branded
,
Said animal being unknown to this
idea being exclusively hers.
may concern that the following de
Board, unless claimed by owner on or Board, unless claimed by owner on or
On right shoulder
scribed estray animal was taken up by
before Sept. 20, '09, said date being 10 before
Sept. 20, '09, said date being 10
H. Anderson, Santa Fe, N. M.
Branded
appearance of this ad days after last appearance of this adA Sprained, Ankle
Jays after last
One red and white spot- On left hip
vertisement,- said estray will be sold vertisement, said estray will be sold
As usually treated a sprained ankle tea cow, with young calf.
by this Board for the benefit of the by this Board for the benefit of the
will disable the Injured person for a
One
brown
star
in
forehead.
horse,
Branded
owner when found.
owner when found.
month or more, but by applying ChamOn left shoulder
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
Branded
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
berlain's Liniment and observing the
M.
N.
On
Las
left shoulder
Branded
Vegas,
Las Vegas, N. M.
directions with each bottle faithfully,
1st
'09
On left ribs
pub Aug 31, last pub Sept 10,
1st pub Aug 3 1 last pub Sept 10, '09
a cure may, In most cases, be effected
Said animal being .unknown to thiil,
T
in less than one week's time. This
Brandel
.coara, uniess ciaimea py owner on or
Estray Advertisement
On left hip
liniment is a most remarkable prepaEstray Advertisement
before Sept. 20, 09, said date being 10
Notice is hereDy given to whom it
ration; try It for a sprain or a bruise,
Notice is hereby given to whom it
ad8
of
last
Said aittmal being unknown to this ('ay after
this
appearance
deconcern
the
that
may
following
or when laid up with chronic or mus- Board, unless claimed
by owner on or vertisement, said stray will bs sold scribed estray animal was taken up by may concern that the following
cular rheumatism, and you are certain before
20, '09, said date being 10 ty this Pcard for the benefit of the Pedro G. Cordova, Chamlta, N. M.
estray animal was taken no by
Sept.
to be delighted with the prompt relief
Liberato C. Baca, San Ignaclo, N. M.
'
appearance of this ad- owner wncn found.
One sorrel norse, stallion,
which it affords. For sale by all deal days after last
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD.
vertisement, said estray win be Bold
about 8 or 9 years old, hind feet 12 hands One buckskin mare,800about
ers.
lbs,
high, weight about
Las Vegas, N. M.
by this Board for the benefit of the
white, white strip on face.
saddle marks on back.
owner when found.
1st pub Aug 31, last pub Sept, 10, W
Branded
Nothing' short of death will stop .1
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
Branded
On left hip
g
woman who has the
Li
On- left shoulder
Las Vegas, N. M.
Estray Advertisement.
1st pub Aug 31, last pub Sept 10, '09
Said animal being unknown to this
bee in her bonnet
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Said animal being unknown to this
may concern thit the following de Board, unless claimed by owner on or
unless claimed by owner on or
Board,
before
10
wassaid
20,
date
icrlbed
'09,
animal
taken
being
Sept
np by
estray
A Narrow Escape
before Sept 20, '09, said date being 10
Estray Advertisement
adW. R. Hewes, Roswell, N. M.
of
after
last
this
appearance
days
Notice is hereby given to whom it
Edgar N. Bayliss, a merchant of Ro
One sorrel horse, about 15 vertisement, said estray will be sold lays after last appearance of this adbinson vllle, Del., wrote: "About two may concern that the following
7
hands high, about
by this Board for the benefit of the vertisement, said estray will b sold
years old.
this Eoard for the benefit of the
stray animal was- taken up by
owner when found.
17
years ago I was thin and sick, and A. M. Smith,
Branded
wner when found.
Ricardo, N. M.
SANITARY
CATTLE
BOA'rtD,
On left hip
coughed all the time and if I did not
One iron gray
CATTLE SANITARY BOARD,
horse,
Las Vegas, N. M.
have consumption, it was near to It weight about 800 lbs., about 6 years
Las Vegas, N. M.
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One
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H. C. Kelley, Manager
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FOR RENT Two storerooms on the
plaza; fronting on the park, also
upstairs rooms for light housekeep
ing. Inquire of Trinidad Romero,
plaza.
FOR RENT Store room, No. 61$
Sixth street Inquire W. B. Bunker.
FOR RENT- - Suite furnished housekeeping rooms, electric light, bath.
608 Main avenue.
FURNISHED ROOMS, all modern
conveniences. Peter Murphy, 910
Fourth street .
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To-wl- t:

For Rent
FOR RENT
ed modern-flat-

"

To-wl-

They are certain money getters. They bring , quick and.
satisfactory returns. Advertisers say so the checking sheet
proves it Try one today and
be convinced.
TELEPHONE

Life Company

THE

BOSS BREAD

.

Illustrated Settlement 10 Payment Life.

'

To-wl- t:

V

1
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To-wi- t:

house-cleanin-

-

To-wl- t:

y

FOR RENT Nicely furnished room in
private family with no children.
Modern conveniences Including bath,
electric light and furnace beat. Four
blocks from postofflce. Inquire 0

tic

office.

For a!o
FOR SALE A first class pteno, having had the best of care 'will be sold
to right party at a bargain. Inquire at 725 Eighth street
FOR SALE Black saddle pony, saddle and bridle. Apply O'Byrne's
coal yard.
FOR SALE Ona good milk cow, four
pigs, and a good team of driving
..horses. Box 2ul, East Las Vegas.
FOR SALE No. 6, Remington typewriter, excellent condition. Inquire
or address R. Optic office.
FOR SALE A good second hand
cook stove. 920 Eighth street
FOR SALE At a reasonable price,
82 head of cattle in excellent condition. Call on or address J. D,
Kavanaugh, So. Pacific St Las Ve
gas.
FOR
,

household furniture,
Inquire 1107

SALE-Ne- w

Only used one month.

Eleventh

St

FOR SALE Gentle, family driving
and saddle horse, also two seated
buggy and harness. Price right P. O.
P. O. Box 38.
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FOR SALE Two small heaters. Two
bedsteads and springs. H. E. Grlb-- ,
ben, 902 4th.
FOR SALE Horse,

blanket

1023

gap" lie, bridle and
Lincoln avenue..

Tel. Main 278.

SAL-E- Legal blanks of all
scrip don. Notary seals and reeoHta
at the Optic office.

'OR
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THE LOBBY RESTAURANT

AND GAFE

Eftray
And many other painful and
Notice is hereby given to whom it
distressing ailments from
which most .mothers suffer, scribed estray animal was tken up by
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Jose de Gracia Duran, Holman, N. M.
:
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k
V
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I
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healthy, strong and good
DENTIST
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J
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cordially
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ing children on Thursday 4 p. m., and
Atlanta. Cm.
owner when found.
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thing
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time
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they
mass at 6 a. m. Second masi
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Knights Templar. Regular
to.
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didn't
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may concern that the following de
conclave second Tuesday In
Over Hedgcock'a Shoe Store
A Hurry-uMedicine.
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at
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each
Phone Vegas 79
Recommend Chamber; Pedro Marquez, Valencia, N. M.
children nnder the direction of the Every housekeeper recognizes tie Why Drugfllsti
Iain's Colic, Cholera and DUr-- i
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Temple, 7:30 p. m. John S. Clark,
used
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to
remedies
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of
effective
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at
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Third
of Loretto.
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F. R. LORD. DENTIST
rhoea
K. C, Charles Tamme. Recorder.
Remedy
must
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Sermon in Spanish. Masses in emergencies when somthlng
8 or 10 years old.
about
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C.
Mr.
Frank
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(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) In Gregorian chant or in musli, be done rlbt away. Such a remedy
I
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J
druggist of Portsmouth, Va., says,
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sprains
Perry
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voices.
rendered
mixed
choir
by
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Grand
Pioneer
Office
Building,
al Arch Masons.
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At 7 p. m., vespers and benediction. and bruises, for strained muscles end and recommended Chamberlain's Colconvocation first Monday In Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone
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for aches and pains resulting from ic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy. It
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Main
each month at Masonic
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE SOCIETY
Said animal being unknown to this
blows and falls. Burns and cuts are is a great remedy and one of the best1
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Board, unless claimed by owner on or
Temple, 7:30 n. m. M. R.
I'.egular services every Sunday morn-.n- Instantly relieved by it and1 helped patent medicines
some others for the same pur- before Sept 20, '09, said date being 10
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Williams. H. P., Chas. H.
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King's Manish,

Preserving.

Shirt Wais.ts:

&.

Actually, the quality of your preserving depends on the
quality of your JARS, " No fruit is eves lost through
fault in an

3.V

ECONOMY JAR.

Monday, September 6th.
Dor Store

III

Close

Noon.

is

IKE DAVIS

LOCAL NEWS

Use Our

Competent stenographer

out
Also Hexdquourters for
All Kinds of FEED

the best at Nolette's

DEALERS IN
,
ALFALFA, HAY and GRAIN, BULK SEEDS,
VEHICLES IMPLEMENTS and WAGONS.

For

Miss Stella Bernard will leave on
the Santa Rosa Auto line on Monday

in Hie

lo.

Order
Turner.

cream

your

from

T.

T.

'Seven passengers boarded the stage

Las Vegas Roller Mills
Phone

131,

for the Harvey mountain resort this
morning.
The Optic will not get out an edi
tion on Monday, owing to jthe fact
that it will be observed as a holiday.
FARM WITH FREE
WATER for sale by Harris, 612 Lincoln avenue.
IRRIGATED

A Simple Test

Lasey and H. E. Gribben left
train for the north
in, the interest of the haberdashery
establishments they represent.
.1.

If jou want to know whether you are destined to be a success or failure financially,
you can easily find out.

Csxn You Save Money?
If you can persistently jay aside a certain
portion of your savings each week or month,

The First National Bank
NEW MEXICO.

RAYNOLDS, President.
HALLETT RAYNOLDS,
Ass't Cashier.

IJEFFERSON
E. D. RAYNOLDS,

Cashier.

MONEY SAVED

Sept

Papen's

111 A.

There will be special services at
the A. O. U. W. hall on Eighth street
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock and
again at 8 o'clock in the evening,
when Rev. J. B. Bell, colored field
missionary of the Shiloh Baptist
church, will preach. All the colored
brethren, as well as others, are cordially invited to attend both meetings.
Rev. Bell's jurisdiction embraces both
New Mexico and Arizona.

JU

Phone .144 and 145

CRYSTAL THEATER
MOTION

Word received In this city to tu
effect that W. F. Mick, the notorious
check forging , artist, had been seen
in Denver by parties stating to have
known him, seems to be without
foundation, judging from a letter received from C. H. Armstrong, chief of
police of Denver, which states that a
thorough search was made in Denver
for Mick or his whereabouts, but
which availed nothing, as Mick could
not be found and Chief Armstrong Is
quite positive he is not in Denver.

i

PICTURES

(Better have a dozen Hot

Rolls-wit-

it.)

Every evening commencing 7:30.
Matinees every day, 2:30 except
Monday and Tuesday.
Admission 10 cents Children 6 cents.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery to
you. At the Lobby, of course.

For Sale
A SNAP

,

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourbon
at the Opera bar. Served from bar- 8 acres
rels on the bar.

under Ditch.

Close in

nicely furnished-Goobarn and Jersey Cow.

My residence, 1011, Sev

Real Estate Co.
609

Douglas Ave. E. Las Vegas, N.

MADE FROM PURE DISTILLED WATER
PRICES :

i

:

2,000 lbs or more each delivery"
1,000 to 2,000 lbs. "
"
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
' 50 to 200 lbs. "
"

Less than 50 lbs.

"

"

-

per hundred

20c
30c

40c
50c
75c

"

- McGuire &
Phone Main 237

CRYSTAL ICE CO.,
of laundry

Webb

'

SPECIAL S ALE
FOR ONE WEEK

supplies are the best known.
We would be pleased to serve

J.'

i

STEftRTlS,

Wclchcr'a,

Grocer.

made from ConcorcCgrapes.

M

,

CUSTOMERS

LAS

VEGAS

Ten Per Cent Discount on
Any Boys' 'Suit in the House
our new Fall and Winter
THIS includes school
and dress suits of

STEA'l LAUKBSY

HATS, CAPS and SHOES

G'L'AOrOLP

Also included in this Discount Sale.

Bovs Knee Pa.nts.' Regular
inn
lnn flo'n
'
iiii lbl
Irail"
1UU
liil
75c
for
65c
and
50c,
qualities,

75c Per Dozen Spikes

Tte
Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY ONION,
Prop.

"

stock of Boys' and
the best materials
obtainable and made by manufacturers that put out nothing:
but the best workmanship.

MAIN 81

,

d

CHAS. H. SPORLEDER,

bags for the convenience of our

;i

S

"THE COFFEE MAN"

house

We have a new lot

I.

J

Boucher's

Film Service Unsurpassed.

FOR OUR

ft

made from the choicest California grapes and guaranteed under pure food law by Calwa Products
Co. of San Francisco-- '

AT

GROCER AND BUTCHER.

We have it' to suit theltasteof'all.

Ki...r.

30

P A PE N
)

Kindly get your customers.
Free from Slate or Slack;
orders in early, Get one with our compliments
D. w. CONDON
and if you are not already a
we
at
as
close
Foot Main St
Phone Main SI
patron give us a trial.
noon.
Our methods, appliances and
GRAPE

Try a glass of "FERNDELL"
"Purefood" Jam.

THE HYGEIA ICE

On Domestic Coal. Best Screened Raton Egg, $4.75
per ton just what you want for cooking,

BID

Phone Main 85

go to

$4,000.

onday

CAPITAL and SURPLUS $130,000.00.

.

Good.

Straight Guggenheim rye served
Mrs. Jake Shaw, who was recently
water over the bar at the Antlers.
7 rooms,
hot
enth
street,
serioustaken to Uvalde, Texas, quite
heated, best, block and on best
ly 111, is reported very much improved
The best draft beer In the city. At
street in city. Also some houseMrs.
Shaw
by the change of climate.
at residence The Lobby, of course;
hold furniture. Call
In afternoons. W. M. Lewis.
"
Pabst's draught beer on tap only
at
Opera bar.
All Aboard for Harvey's!
morn
out
Saturday
Carriage goes
ing returns following Friday. Leave
orders at Murphey's or H. O. Brown
Trading Co's.

LABOR DAY

,

Somctliiiig

.

ing national forest; 50 acres cultivated; 240 acres fenced; good house
and other buildings; for cash; only

FOR SALE

,

LAS VEGAS.

Louie Schupp is improving rapidly
from the effects of his recent operation, and expects to be up and around
in about a" week.
,

j

there js no doubt about you being: a success
financially.
,
will
Bank
help you to make the test,
This,
and furnish a safe depository for your funds,
with interest at 4 per cent on time deposits.

OF

C.

on an afternoon

y

If You Want

City

WHO WANTS ITT Cattle ranch of
800 acres at foot of mountains, joinGeo.

Edward Bargelt drove In yesterday
from the Morrison ?anch near Sapel- -

ihr

-

best Meat

morning for Santa Rosa where she

James Cassidy, jr., who has ' been
in the city for about ten days, having
barber his eyes treated by a local optician,
returned yesterday evening to his
home at Cleveland, N. M.

Flat, 1105 Douglas.

Get Our Prices before buying.

Bridge St reet

Many new real estate dealers are
about the city preparatory to taking
advantage of developments in this

Miss Cornelia K. Murray's
is somewhat Improved today.

For Kent
H. Hunker.

Sixth Street.

( !(,

H. O. BROWN TRADING CO.,
'

Furnished rooms, pleasantly situated. 712 and 716 Fifth street. Board
optional. Excellent table. '

Edward Springer Is recovering Irom
his recent lllnets.
Get
shop.

f

CJCJUn

Phone Wain 107

will spend the winter for the benefit
of her health.

office.

wWUW

brassiere

and her mother and sister, Mrs. McAllister and Miss Nora McAllister,
are all the guests of Mrs. C. W.
Stewart, another daughter of Mrs.

locality.

There will be no Issue of The Optic
on Monday, September 6th.
WANTED

A full line of DeBevoise Muslin.
Underwear among the new arrivals.

v

WEATHER REPORT
September 3, 1909.
Temperature Maximum. SO; mini
mum 49; range 41.
'
Precipitation .02.
Humidity 6 a. m. 75; 12 M., 29;
6 p. m. 08; mean 54.
Forecast Partly cloudy with prob
able showers in northern portion to
night or Sunday. Colder In northern
portion.

at Harris real estate

'

;'

Lidwig Wni. Ilfeld,

.

Please let us have your ordero
early as possible.

-

PERFECTLY with
the one perfect Jar made-seal- s
a simple pressure of the hand. We have all sizes.
Phone Main 371) "'

It

;

it

They are NEW1 Come and SEE Them

Boston Clotliiiir Sloie

